


Youme Poke Identity



The end goal of this project was to create a food truck brand. I chose to use 
the Hawaiian food poké (poh-kay) as my subject. 

Poké is a raw fish salad. In order to serve customers on the go, it must be easily 
distributed. I chose a cup both for serving, and to use as a design element.



The name “Youme” is intended to invoke feelings of community. I started by 
incorporating dual figures as well as the fish and cup. 

Here is the first real stem the final logo sprung from: the cup, the letter U, the 
fish silhouette, and the dual figures are all combined. 



I continued refining the design, and working to fuse the cup, fish, and dual 
figures into one simple design. This part required many iterations. 

Once I was comfortable with the mark, I started working on integrating it with 
the type. Unfortunately, at small sizes the “heads” of the figures didn’t hold up. 



The final design simplifies the logo and unifies it with the type even further. 
This design doesn’t have the scaling issues identified earlier on in the process. 

The identity was incorporated into this food truck design, with some additional 
artwork. The design communicates the desired mood and is eye-catching.



This is a sample caption, which can be changed or omitted depending on 
what the page requires. It is set in san francisco display thin, 11pts in 90% 
black. 

Vertiform Identity



This project started as an idea for a company: premium custom molded rock 
climbing shoes for professionals and serious hobbyists. 

I switched from my original name to Vertiform, and immediately began to  
consider stylizing the wordmark to communicate this idea I had. 



I wanted the wordmark to incorporate a logo that could stand on its own. The 
solution was was to turn the initial V into a mark by itself.

I began to work on scaling and making sure the customized type balanced out 
perfectly with V mark. I kept the type simple and high contrast.



The final logo incorporates the company sky-blue color. It can fit nicely into
landscape frames, or have the V mark broken off to fit square frames. 

I designed the company website, which included blog posts, product ads, and 
a detailed graphic explanation of the molding process. 



Tesla UI Redesign



Redesigning the Tesla UI was an exercise in organization. I started by mapping 
out the necessary available controls as intuitively as I could. 

I created a navigational bar where all settings, app switching, and voice control 
could be accessed. The user can reveal apps and launch them in one motion.



I moved onto wireframing and started laying out the music and maps app with 
the new design language that would carry the UI. 

I designed the app switcher and voice control active states, and refined the 
control bar. You can see the map and music apps taking more shape now.



My next step was to finalize the interactive elements, by updating the icons 
and perfecting the control bar layout. 

The final UI is clean, modern, and easy to navigate. It is driver-focused to allow 
quick, intuitive interactions that minimize the time that eyes are off the road.



Intima Identity



Intima is a small music festival that focuses on giving artists full control of their 
fan’s experience. The identity had to represent the intimacy a guest would feel. 

Both pages in this spread show various ideas I explored for the logo. I needed a 
fresh idea that was visually interesting and had the potential to become iconic.



I experimented with different forms & colors, and settled on the “facing faces” 
and integrated type. I felt it best represented the festival’s intimate environment.

This iteration of the logo was visually interesting, but was a little too abstracted, 
and would be too hard to use in many different situations. 



I modified the “facing faces” to include separations that help integrate the type 
wonderfully. This design is also much more usable squared off format. 

The final colored logo represents the intimacy, creativity, and atmosphere of 
the shared experience that Intima provides. 
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